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Abst ract - -The production process of a certain item exhibits ome quality characteristics governed 
by ,~ probability measure p(A). The consumption (or usage) of an items of this production isdescribed 
by another probability measure ~,(B), where A and B are elements in the product space of An quality 
characteristics of the totality of produced items. When a product with characteristics x E A is being 
used instead of a product with characteristics p E B, then a loss ~o(~, 3/) is incurred. Any distribution 
plan 0(A, B) of the product for consumption produces a total expected loss T~o(0) -- E~(m, g). Using 
some general results in the theory of probability metrics, under given ~ ,  we develop models for 
finding the optimal distribution plan 0 and the corresponding miniutal total lceses ~-~, and establish 
somo particular forms and ineqmdities. A brief discussion of the results follows. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known [1] that the quality of an item of a product can be described by a collection of 
its characteristics z = (z l , . . . ,  zm), where m is a required number of quality characteristics and 
z~ is the real value of the/th characteristic. 
The quality of all produced items of a given type is described by a probability measure p(A), 
A E ~m, where ~m is the algebra of Borel measurable sets in R m. The measure p(A) repre- 
sents the proportion of items with quality z satisfying the relationship z E A. On the other 
hand, the usage (consumption) of all produced items can be represented by another probability 
measure t,(B), B E ~m, where u(B) describes the necessary consumption product for which the 
quality characteristics satisfy z E B. We call p(A) the production quality measure and v(B) the 
consumption quality measure, A, B E ~m, and assume that 
p(R m) -- v(R m) -- 1. 
In practice, however, it happens often that p(A) # v(A) at least for some A E ~m. Introduce 
the loss functions ~0(z, V), defined for all z E R m and Y E R m and taking positive values whenever 
an item with quality z is used in place of an item with required quality y. Finally, we propose 
the notion of a distribution plan for production quality (with given measure p(A)) to satisfy the 
demand for consumption (with given measure v(B)). We define, for any distribution plan (for 
short "plan"), a nonnegative Borel measure O(A, B) on the direct product R "n x R "n = R 2m. The 
measure O(A, B) indicates the part of produced items with quality z E A, which is planned to 
satisfy a required consumption ofitems with quality y E B. The plan O(A, B) is called admissible 
if it satisfies the balance quations 
o(A, e = p(A); o(e B) = for A, B e 
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In reality, the balance quations express the fact that any produced item will be consumed and 
any demand for an item will be satisfied. 
Denote O(p, v) the collection of all admissible plans. For a given plan 0 E O(p, v), the total 
loss of consumption quality is defined by the following integral 
r(O) = / ~o(x, y) O(dx, dy). (2) 
Ram 
0* is said to be the optimal plan for consumption quality if it satisfies the relationship 
r(O*)= inf {r(O)}. (3) 
0¢o(~,~) 
Relations (1) express the balances between the production quality measure p(A), the consump- 
tion quality measure v(B) and the distribution plan O(A, B). It assumes that full information is
available when constructing the plan. But in most practical cases, the information about pro- 
duction and consumption quality concerns only a set features z l , . . . ,  xm, assumed to be random 
variables. In this case, it assumed that the balance quations can be expressed in terms of the 
corresponding marginal measures. If we denote the ith marginal measure of production quality 
by pi(Ai) and the jth marginal measure of the consumption quality by vj(Bi), then the following 
holds: 
pi(Ai) = $~(R i-1 X Ai x Rm-i), Ai E ~B1; 
 j(Bj) = -1 × Bj × ml .  
When the measures V, v are given, the marginals are determined by the above equations. But 
when only the marginals/J1,..-, pro, v l , . . . ,  vm are known, then the full measures/~, v are im- 
possible to identify except for some particular cases (independent characteristics, forexample). 
We say a distribution plan O(A, B) is weakly admissible, when it satisfies the conditions 
0(R i-z x Ai x R m-l,R m) = pi(Ai), i = 1, . . . ,m; (4) 
0(R ,W -" × × R =  j(Bj), j = 1 , . . .  ,m.  (5) 
Denote by e(Px, . . .  ,P~; v i , . . . ,  v~) the collection of all weakly admissible plans. Obviously, 
eCu, v) • (O(Ul,..-,Pm; gtl,...,Vm)). (6) 
A distribution plan 0 ° is called weakly optimal if it satisfies the relation 
°) = inf (7) 
0EO 
where ,(0) is defined by (2) for a given loss function 9(z, y). Because of (6), we have ,'(0 °) < (0"), 
where 0 ° and 0* are determined by (3) and (7). Therefore, r(0 °) is an essential lower bound on 
the minimal total losses. 
In this paper, we deal with the problem of determining the duals and explicit representations 
of r(0 °) and ,(0°), on the basis of some ideas and results of Csmbanis, Simons and Stout [2], 
Bachev [3], Tchen [4] and Zolotariev [5]. Also we find optimal plans 0", 0 °, for given measures 
of production (p) and required consumption quality (v). 
The annual production and consumption ofgas, metal, fertilizers and similar items are examples 
of the model we investigate here. 
2. DUAL REPRESENTATIONS FOR THE MINIMAL TOTAL LOSSES *'(0") AND 
r(O °) FROM QUALITY USAGE 
Dual representations are important in the following sense: 
1. They help in the construction of algorithms to compute the values of ,'(0") for given 
discrete measures p and v (one of the most important cases in practice). 
2. They are efficient in defining explicit representations and finding estimates for the minimal 
I o~ r( e* ). 
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We notice the dependence of the loss r(0") on the loss function ~o(z, y) and on the measure 
p(A) (production) and u(B) (requested for consumption) quality. We denote this dependence by 
~,(O*)= ,ee(,,v)inf / ~(z,y)O(dz, dy). (8) 
R2m 
We consider two types of loss functions ~(z, y), when the item with quality z is used instead 
of an item with required quality y. 
The first type has the following form 
(9) 
where a(z) is the production cost of an item with quality x, and b(z, y) is the consumers expenses 
resulting from replacing the required item with quality y by a product with quality z. Assume 
that b(z,y) = 0 for all z = y. Furthermore, b(z,y) can assume positive, as well as, negative 
values; however, we consider only the case where b(z, y) >_ O, a(z) >_ 0 for all z E R m. 
The second type of loss function has the form 
~(x, y) - H(d(z, y)), (lO) 
where d(=, y) is a function of the "distance" type (i.e., a metric), characterizing the deviation 
between the production quality z and the required for the consumption quality y. The function 
H(t) is defined for all t > 0, and represents the users expenses as a function of the deviation 
d(z, y). 
The function b(z, y) in (9) may be written in the form 
b(z,y)-Ht(dt(z,y)), (11) 
where Hi(t) is a nondecreasing function with HI(0) = 0, and dl is the corresponding metric in 
R m. Hence, Equation (10) may be viewed as a special case of (9). In what follows we consider 
only the form (9), using (11) when necessary. 
From (8) and (9), 
= /a(z)p(dx)+ ,ee(~,v)inf / b(z,y)O(dz, dy). 
Rm R2m 
(12) 
Here, de,] I1 - 
represents he expected (complete) production price of items with quality measure p(.), whereas 
d., ] I2 = inf b(z, y) 9(dz, dy), (13) 
R2m 
represents the minimal (expected) means of consumers expenses from exchanging the required 
product for consumption with quality u(.) by the produced item with quality #(.), under its 
optimal distribution among consumers, according to plan 0*. 
Notice, from (11), that the problem in (12) leads to finding the solution of that in (8), for 
the loss function represented by the form (10) and satisfying the boundary condition (1). This 
problem is basically analogous to the mass transference problem of Monge-Kantorovitch; see [3]. 
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This also holds for the plan 0 °, under the balance conditions (4) and (5). Comparing these two 
problen~ allows us to formulate the corresponding results for our case, thus avoiding lengthy 
proofs. 
We investigate the following class of functions H(t), in the form (10). The class 7f of all 
functions H(t) defined over [0, oo) with H(0) - 0, and satisfying the Orlich condition 
KH = sup [/"/(2t)] 
,>o k H(t) ] < oo. (14) 
We confine ourselves to the subclass 7f0 of all convex functions ?f. For example H(t) = t p , p > O, 
always belongs to 7/, but it belongs to ~f0 only if p ~ 1. 
THEOREM 1. (The dual representation f the function ~'~). 
(a) / f  the measures p (production quality) and i/(required for consumption quality) are defined 
over the metric space (R m, d) and satisfy the relationship (R m) - ~(Rm), and 
(b) / f  the loss function ~o(z, y) is given by (10); then the following representation is true: 
~0(P, U) -- sup 
J,gELipR TM 
~T f dp + / gdv; f(z) + g(y) ~_ H(d(z,y)); z,y E Rra}, 
where the supremum is taken over all pairs of functions (f(x), g(y)) belonging to the class 
f [ f (x)-  f(y)l LipRm = , ( f  :R~ ~SX; [Ifll~o = sup I f(x)l< oo, sup < oo).. 
• ca-  x,ycl- d(z, y) ( 3 
We omit the proof of this theorem, since it is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 in [3]. In 
our case, we add only the following remark: For the best distribution of finished product among 
consumers', the minimal osses can be calculated as the sum of expected values of two functions, 
i.e., E~ f(z)+ E~ 9(y) taken over the measure of production and consumption quality p and v, 
respectively. The Lipschitz functions f(z) and 9(y) of the variables z, y E W n satisfy the condition 
f(z) + 9(y) ~_ ~o(z, y). This is the essence of the dual representation: Exchange the problem for 
an equivalent one. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 of Theorem 3 in [3] have the following parallel to Theorem 1 above. 
COROLLARY 1. With the assumption of Theorem 1, there exists an optimal plan O* E O(p, v), 
i.e., there exists an optimal measure 0* over the space R ira, which satiates conditions (I) and 
minirr~es the total losses (2). 
COROLLARY 2. The Kantorovitch dual formula 
is true, if the loss function ~(z, I/) is proportional to the distance d(z, y) between the production 
quality ¢ and the required consumption quality y (i.e., if H(t) = K t). 
Corollary 2 has the following interpretation: In the case at hand, the minimal expenses from 
distributing the product will not be less than the supremum of the difference in expected values 
K[E~f(z) - E~f(z)], with respect to the two measures of quality, production and usage, over all 
Lipschitz functions f(z) E R m. 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 3 of [3] allows us to formulate an analogous result for the dual rep- 
resentation of the total ~ ftmction r¢(0) in the case of given marginal distributions only, i.e., 
when we seek a weakly optimal plan 0 °. 
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THEOREM 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, if the plan O(A, B) satidies the rel&tions 
(4), (5), then there exists a weakly optima/plan 0° for which the minimal value of the total loss 
function is 
f! f ] ~'~(0°)= sup ~ f , (z)p i (dz)+ E gj(y)vj(dy) , (15) J',,#jE C~, i=1 j= IRt  
where ~ denotes the collection of all Lipschitz functions fi(zi), gj(yj) on R a satisfying the 
inequa/ity 
E [fi(zi) q- gj(yj)] < ~(z,y), for anyz, y E R m. (16) 
i , j= l  
This result also shows us how to calculate lower bounds on the total losses r~(0 °) and r~(0*) 
(because 7~(0 °) _< r~(0*)), which are useful in practice. We see that the summands in the R.H.S. 
of (15) are mathematical expectations of the form E~//(Xi), Ev gi(Xj) for the separate quality 
characteristics of our product. The choice of the functions f/(.) and g~(.) is to he confined to the 
collective restriction (16). 
3. EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF THE MINIMAL LOSS FUNCTIONS ~ 
AND THE OPTIMAL PLANS 0* AND 0 ° 
These explicit representations are theoretically known only in the case where z is represented 
by a one dimensional variable X. In our view this is important in practice. Using the result of 
Tehen [4], we formulate the following proposition: 
THEOREM 3. For ra = 1, let the loss function be as in (10), with H E Tlo and the distance be 
given by d(z, y) = [x - y[. Then the minima/tota/losses can be expressed by: 
%(0")= 
where F(z) = p(-oo, z] and G(z) = u( ( -~,  z]) are the d~tribution/unctions ~ the production 
quality and the required quality characteristics for usage, respectively. The functions F- l ( z )  and 
G-l (z)  are their inverses, deaned by F- l (z )  = sup{t; F(t) < z}. 
Furthermore, the optima/distribution plan is given by 
0"((-oo, x] × (-oo, y]) = min(F(z), G(y)). (17) 
/n this case, 0* coincides with 0 ° as well as r(0*) = r(0°). 
Roughly speaking, Equation (17) expresses the obvious fact that lower quality requirements 
by the consumer are also satified by lower production quality characteristics (when the quality is 
represented by a one dimensional variable and the loss function is proportional to the deviation 
between production and consumption quality). 
For arbitrary measures p and v and arbitrary loss function ~(z, y), an explicit representation 
for the minimal total loss in (8) when ra > 1, is not known. Therefore, we derive some estimates, 
which are useful in the sense that they solve the stability of solutions of the problem in (8). 
In the case of given marginal distributions pi, ~j, i, j = 1, . . . ,  m, another explicit representation 
of the corresponding minimal total loss r(0 °) is available. To present i , we introduce a uniformly 
distributed random variable tt on the interval [0,1]. Define the random variables 
o o 
Xl = F/" I (~) ;  Y j  = Gfl(tt), i , j  = 1 , . . . ,m,  
0 0 0 0 0 
and the random vectors X = (X1 .. . .  ,Xra); ~" = (Y1,  . . .  ,Ym) ,  where F/-l(z), Gj'l(z) are 
the inverses of the distribution functions Fi(z), Gj(z) generated by the measures pi, vj on R 1, 
respectively. It has been shown by Tchen [4] that 
°) f01 = = ~(F- l ( t ) , . . . ,  F,~l(t); GTx(t) . . . .  , Gml ( t ) )  d~, 
for any cost function ~ : R 2m --* R which is antitone* in any two of its arguments. 
*A funct ion W : R 2 ~ R is said to be antitone if W(~,~)  + W(zl ,  y) - W(~,~ l) - W(z l ,  i / )  _~ OVz ~ z ' ,  It _~ It I. 
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This is a useful representation f 1"~,(00), because it allows us to calculate the value of ~'~,(0 °) by 
simulation for any given ~o(x, y) in the class 7/0 and given marginals Fl(Z), . . . ,  Fro(z); GI(x),. • •, 
Gm (z). The dependencies between coordinate variables expressed in the conditions of Theorem 2
o o 
are now expressed by the common variable it, combining the vectors X and Y in the mathematical 
o o 
expectation E~( X , Y). 
4. ESTIMATES OF THE MINIMAL TOTAL LOSSES ~(p ,v )  
Consider the multi-dimensional case, when the quality vector x = (z l , . . . , zm) has m > 1 
one-dimensional characteristics. We derive an upper bound in the special case when the loss 
function has the form: 
m 
~(z,y) = K dx(z,y) ~ K ~'~lzi -yd;  z,U ~ [Im. (18) 
i=1 
THEOREM 4. For arbitrary measures p and v satisfying p(R m) = v(R m) and the loss function 
given by (18), the following inequality holds: 
~(0") < K / dl(X, O) - ~1 dx. (19) 
PROOF. Notice that the expression 
called by Zolotariev "the pseudo moment" of the measure [(p - v)[ has been investigated in [5]. 
The R.H.S. of (19) is equal to z,l(p,u) and (19) is a special case of the well-known Zolotariev 
inequality for the problem in (8); see [5]. Moreover, when the quality measures p and v possess 
the corresponding probability densities p(z) and q(z) in H 'n, then the following representation 
holds: 
I lm 
Theorem 3 shows that when the loss function ~(x, y) is proportional to the sum of absolute 
values of the used quality characteristics, and the corresponding distribution plan in relation to 
its quality and requirements is optimal, then the total losses of using all the production can be 
lower than the pseudo moment of the difference in the measure of production and the required 
consumption quality. 
Rachev [3] has shown that the estimate in (19) can be made more precise. 
THF.,OREM 5. 
(a) //" the measures p and ~ have densities p(z) and q(z) in I~ ,  respectively, then under the 
assumption of Theorem 3, the following inequality is true: 
II" 
and the integral in the R.H.S. of (21) does not exceed vl(p, v). 
(b) he the system of differential equations 
Of(e) /o' ('-'- = sign z, (p -  q) _ , . . . ,  dr; 0zi i=  1, . . . ,m,  
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has a solution with respect o some [unction g(z) : R m --~ R 1, then Equation (21) becomes 
an equa//ty. 
(c) If the marbrina/densities of the measure (p -  q), concentrated at its first i coordinates, are 
denoted by: 
(Pi - q,) (Xl, . . . ,  xi) = / (p ' q) (xx,.. . ,  xm) dx,+x.., dxm. 
Rm-i 
Then the following inequality holds: 
Fi/ * i 1 ~'~(0") <: (Pl -- qx) (Xl) dxx dtx K ~ OO CO 
"/{/2./ i=2  Ri_  1 oo (22) 
and the R.H.S. is smaller than or equal to the pseudo moment Vl(p - v); 
(d) I f  the system of differential equations, i = 1,. . . ,  m, 
Of(z1, . . . ,  zi-1; t i ,0, . . .  ,0) = s/gn (p~ - q,)(zl, . . . ,  z,) dzi, 
Ozi oo 
for all i = 1, . . . ,  m, then in (22) the equality holds. 
The above theorem is relevant since it enables us to perform simple numerical computations 
under defined upper bounds for the minimal total losses to the consumer which has been given 
his required product in an optimal way. Analogous result also take place for the case of given 
marginals. We refer the reader to [3] for details. 
5. FURTHER SIMPLIFICATION 
Let F(z) and G(z) denote the distribution functions in R m, corresponding to the measures 
p and v. Let ~2'n(F, G) be the set of all 2m-dimensional distribution functions @(zl,.. .  ,x,,; 
Yl , . . . ,  Urn), whose marginal distributions over H m coincide with F(z) and G(z), i.e., 
G) =  (x,eo) = F(x);  = x ,y  e e"} .  
In other words, for any production quality of value X and any required consumption quality of 
value Y, it is possible to find a distribution function 
O(z, y) - P (X <_ z, Y <_ y), 
describing the possible joint behavior of the production and consumption, and belongs to 
~2"(F, G). Using Rachev's result [3] we formulate the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let the loss function be given by (10) and let the distribution plan 8* be optimal. 
Then the total minimal oss function is given by: 
in, 
@E ~2.~ (F,G) 
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and th/s can be rewritten as: 
~'~(0") = inf K E~dx(X,Y).  • ¢ ~-(~',~) 
COROLLARY 3. /i'm = 1, the following equation holds: 
Z* ~(~,  v) = inf E t  [X - Y[ = [F-~(z) - G- I (~)I  ~.  
The proof follows easily from Theorems 3 and 4. It is important o notice here that the 
minims] value of Eo IX - Y[ on the set ~(F ,  G) can be derived for the pair of random variables 
X* = F-X(U) and Y* = G-I(U), where U is a uniform (0,1) random variable. Hence, in the 
case under consideration, we have: 
r~(0*) - Eu  [F-x(U) - G-X(u)[ . 
The above result shows that under the optimal distribution plan 0" corresponding toproduction 
and consumption quality and with the loss function ~(z, y) = [z - yJ, the minimal ceses can be 
calculated as the expected value of some suitably chosen random variables. 
Following the ideas of Section 3, we give one more useful estimate for the total l__mse~_~_ ~,(0") in 
the multidimensional case. Define the random vectors X = (X1,...  ,Xm) and Y = (Y1,... ,Ym), 
having distribution functions F(z) and G(z), respectively. Denote 
¢~(z i )  - P{X1 ~ ~1), 
OC(Zi; Z l ,  . . .  ,Z i _ I )  "-- P{X, ¢~ zi m = zx ,  ,X i -1  "- z i -1 ) ,  
the conditional distribution of the i th production quality characteristic, given that the first i - 1 
characteristics have fixed values, for i - 2, 3, . . . ,  m. Analogously, denote 
~(Yl) -- P{Y  <_ Yx); 
the conditional distribution of the consumers demand on product quality with respect o each 
one of the quality characteristics. Let U1,... ,Urn he independent uniformly distributed (0,1) 
random variables. Introduce the following random variables: 
x l  = ~-'(ux); x" = ,~-x(u~; x l , . . .  , xL , ) ,  
Y~" = ~-x(ux); ~" = ~-x(u~; Yx',... ,~'--x), 
i = 2 , . . . ,m,  where a - l ( z i , . . . ) ,  ~-x(#~,...) are the inverse functions of a(X,, . . .) ,  ]~(Yi,...). 
Then the random vectors X* = (X~, . . . ,X~)  and Y* - (Yx*,...,Y,~) will have the initial 
distribution functions F(z) and G(z), respectively. 
Now using [3] we are able to formulate the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 6, the following estimate holds: 
(23) 
Using the above construction, Theorem 7 enables us to perform eflident computations (e.g., 
simulation methods) for the R.H.S. of (23). Formulating problems on the product distribution 
planl among consumers in relation to its quality may have several different aspects, depending on 
the avmlable information on the dimtribution of quality characteriKics. The final results depend 
on it, as it is shown in the next section. 
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6. THE WEAKLY OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION PLAN 0 ° 
In the case of given marginals, as we saw in Theorem 1 and at the end of Section 3, the 
final results are given in more explicit, and applicable forms. Formally, we have less information 
(knowledge only of marginals) but have better, accessible r sults! This contradiction reflects fewer 
restrictions on the distribution plan. Therefore, the optimal plan 0" satisfies a lot of requirements, 
while the weakly optimal plan 0 ° satisfies only a few of them. 
In this last section, we refer to Tchen's results [4] as in Section 3 and find the form of a weakly 
optimal plan 0 0 . 
THEOItEM 8. For any cost function ~o : R 2m ---, R, which is antitone in any two of its arguments, 
the weakly optimal distribution plan 0 0 is determined by the distribution function 
~00(Xl,...,Xm; Y I , . . . ,Ym) -~" min[F l (X l ) , . . . ,Fm(Xm),  GI(Y l ) , . . . ,Gm(Ym)] .  
EXAMPLE. Let the produced quality be characterized by only one feature X, having uniform 
distribution F(x)  = (x - b)/(b - a) on the interval (O,l]. Let the consumption quality be charac- 
terized by an exponential distribution G(y) = I - exp[-~ y], where 3~ = (a 4- b)/2 is a necessary 
condition, and let the loss function be ~o(x, y) = c Ix - y[ 4- d. 
Then, the minimal total Ictus will be 
and the optimal plan 0 0 is determined by: 
z - a -2y  
Let z be the root of the equation 
z -b  
Ib _ -~ I  = 1 -  exp [7+2Zb] •
A unique user who needs the product with quality z will be satisfied with the required quality. 
All the users who require quality lower than z must be satisfied with quality worse than the 
required one; all other users will have higher quality than the required one. 
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